February 29, 2016
Arthur Burritt, Chief
Reactor Projects Branch 5 (Region 1)
Division of Reactor Projects
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Jack Davis, Director
Japan Lessons Learned Division
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Daniel Dorman
Region 1 Office Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Robert Kuntz
Senior Project Manager, Hazards Management Branch
Japan Lessons Learned Division
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Re: Updated NGRP Site Maps for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station
Dear NRC Staff,
On behalf of Jones River Watershed Association (JRWA), I would like to provide you with updated site maps for
Entergy’s Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station that were commissioned from Northeastern Geospatial Research
Professionals (NGRP).
In our January 18, 2016 letter1 concerning an analysis of AREVA’s Flood Hazard Re-Evaluation Report (the “AREVA
Report”) for Pilgrim, we mentioned that we would soon be forwarding you updated maps from NGRP. These new
maps are updated from those originally provided to your agency in February 2015 and are based on more current
LiDAR information processed by the company Coastal Risk Consulting, and improved tidal datum based on the
Boston buoy. Links to the maps are provided at the end of this letter.
These new 2016 maps illustrate:


Entergy’s site maps prior to 2014 used outdated data from 1968 (mean sea level today is more than 6 inches higher
than it was in 1968) to develop site plans for infrastructure (including its dry cask storage facility); those plans do
not reflect current NAVD88 topographical elevations and do not provide an accurate basis for evaluating risks of
sea level rise and other coastal impacts.
The height of the breakwater jetties and other elevations in NGRP’s maps appear significantly lower than those
shown in Entergy’s plans, and are uneven, demonstrating that the site is not as protected from flooding and sea
level rise as Entergy reports.
There are discrepancies ranging from +4 in. to -15 ft. when comparing Entergy’s plans to more current elevation
information because Entergy uses mixed and outdated standards of measurements for vertical elevations and
water levels.





Entergy claims that it performed a site survey and its own aerial LiDAR mapping for the Pilgrim site (2014), but has
not made these products publically available. It would be most useful to be able to compare Entergy’s 2014 site
survey and LiDAR maps that are referred to in the AREVA Report to the products produced by NGRP.
1

JRWA letter to NRC, Jan. 18, 2016. Re: Analysis of AREVA Flood Hazard Re-Evaluation Report for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station See:
www.capecodbaywatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/LetterJRWAtoNRC_2016Jan18_FINAL.pdf

1

Entergy’s previous site plans falsely claim the site is more protected than it actually is. Since Pilgrim will be ending
operations soon, it is critically important to fully understand the risks associated with coastal hazards in order to
implement a timely clean up and decommissioning strategy. As sea levels increase, so do groundwater elevations
that will affect contamination present on the site. These new NGRP maps illustrate the need for Pilgrim to be
decontaminated and decommissioned within a decade of closure, as opposed to being allowed to sit idle for
decades or up to 60 years under long-term SAFSTOR.
Pilgrim’s dry cask storage facility and stranded “low-level” radiological waste storage areas are also adjacent to the
shoreline, and vulnerable to coastal inundation. Climate change will bring a radical increase in regional sea levels
and coastal storms. Increasingly, predictions dictate that all nuclear waste should be shipped offsite within a decade
of closure. These corrected NGRP maps illustrate certain urgency for nuclear waste storage areas to be moved
farther away from Cape Cod Bay and to higher elevations, or moved offsite, in order to protect people and the
environment. This will help avoid potential accidents and leaks and will set the stage for complete and thorough site
cleanup. This issue should be addressed immediately, before more casks are filled after shutdown.
We look forward to further discussing these issues with NRC staff. Please contact me at your earliest convenience
to set up a time to meet and discuss these issues.
Sincerely,

Pine duBois
Executive Director, Jones River Watershed Association
pine@jonesriver.org
Enclosure: Northeastern Geospatial Research Professionals updated Pilgrim site maps (2016). Images attached and
links to high-resolution PDF maps are as follows:
 Updated in 2016: Shoreline Profile Sections; FEMA Flood and LIDAR Elevations
 New in 2016: Historic Site Plan and Elevations; FEMA Flood Zones and Historical Site Plan
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